NEXT GENERATION STATIC BONDING CABLE REEL
4-WAY MOUNTING BRACKET

SMALL MANUAL REWIND
DURABLE ADJUSTABLE TENSION
INEXPENSIVE LIGHTWEIGHT
HIGH CAPACITY RUST-FREE BRACKETS

The simplest form of static cable reel is the manual rewind design. This simple reel incorporates all the features you want - and need. Can be mounted on a horizontal or vertical surface.

CONSTRUCTION:
- Static conductive nylon discs
- Aluminum hub with conductive corrosion protection
- Stainless axle, and bracket guide
- 1/8” OD cable - over 200’
- 3/16” OD cable - over 100’
- Height: 9 3/8"
- Width: 6 3/8"
- Depth: 9"
- Mounting plate: 7” x 2”
- Weight (without cable): 5 lbs.

HOW TO ORDER

GTP - 9394 - □ - ( □ / □ - □ - □ ) - □ - □

Y CABLE END (see cable end box)

CABLE TYPE/COLOR (SEE BULLETIN 98)
- C Clear plastic (diameter 1/8” or 3/16”)
- E Yellow Hytrel (diameter 5/32”)
- F Yellow vinyl (diameter 1/8” or 5/32”)
- H High-visibility orange (1/8” or 3/16”)

CABLE DIAMETER
- 1B GTP-1097B brass grounding plug
- 1S GTP-1097S-1 s/s grounding plug
- 2 GTP-1101 super clamp
- 3 GTP-1096C standard clip
- 4 Other clip (customer specifies)
- 5 GTP-9654 Gator clamp

EXAMPLE: GTP-9394-RH-(65/15-F-2)-3-3
- Right-hand reel
- Length is 65’ with a 15’ Y branch as shown
- Color is yellow vinyl with a 1/8” diameter
- GTP-1096C clip at cable end and Y end